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THE L A ND
Lay of

Located on a cattle farm in the  
Adelaide Hills, this luxe homestead  

breaks the mould beautifully.
STO RY  Carli Philips | ST Y L I N G  Swee Lim

P H OTO G R A P H Y  Shannon McGrath

MAIN ENTRY Expansive windows welcome sunshine all 
day long in this new build. The facade features spotted 

gum, West Australian limestone, aluminium and 
Alucobond cladding. “These materials are hard-wearing 

and suitable for the lower bushfire risk, plus the timber will 
age nicely in its setting,” says Damien Jenke of Genworth 

Group, the project architect and builder for this home.
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T  
he chance to create an elegant farmhouse 
presented a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity 
for interior designer and art consultant 
Swee Lim. “This is not your typical rural 
retreat,” she says. “It reimagines the 
Australian farmhouse by harnessing  
the rugged elements of the bush and, at 

the same time, has a contemporary spin and polish.”
The owners had been looking for about a year when 

they found the 120-hectare site in the Adelaide Hills. They 
would have to put in fences, dams and new cattle yards, 
but since they had a long-term plan to retire there, the 
investment would be worthwhile. “When we came across 
the land for sale, we immediately loved it and saw great 
potential,” they say. “It was the only place that would 
have worked for the build we planned. It has a backdrop 
of magnificent, huge gums and rolling hills.”

The couple called on Black Rabbit for the initial concept 
design and then engaged Genworth Group to complete 
the architecture and build. Enabling it to take advantage 
of its beautiful, sweeping vistas, the house is north-
facing; this orientation also maximises the flow of 
natural light into key areas of the house. “The result is 
a home where the occupants are visually connected with 
the surrounding property at all times,” says Damien 
Jenke, director of Genworth Group.

The owners are frequent entertainers and wanted 
a house big enough to comfortably host guests overnight. 
A long hallway runs from the entrance to the kitchen, 
with a games room, bunkroom and bedroom off to the 
left. This corridor meets the kitchen at the heart of  
the house and a second glass door behind leads to another 
hallway, with dining and living on one side and bedrooms 
on the other. Further down, another door opens into 
sleeping quarters and a separate master suite.  >

ENTRY HC28 ‘Bold’ console and Ligne Roset ‘Parachute’ 
light, both Domo. Vessel sculptures by Emma Davies. White 

Hush artwork by Annette Bezor. Engineered-oak floorboards, 
Hurford Flooring (throughout). GAMES ROOM Opposite 
Ligne Roset ‘Togo’ sofas and ‘Oxydation’ occasional and 

low tables, all Domo. Massproductions ‘Crown’ easy chair, 
In Good Company. Petite Friture ‘Vertigo’ pendant light, Pad 
Furniture. Cushions and throw, Figgoscope Curates. Artwork 

by Andrew Taylor. Hand sculpture by Richard Stringer, 
Fletcher Arts. Geometry ceramic sculpture, Tiny Porcelain. 

Tasmanian oak joinery by Walls Bros Designer Kitchens 
(throughout). Quay rug, Bayliss Rugs. 

“THIS FARMHOUSE 
BLENDS CLEAN 

LINES, RICH HUES 
AND NATURAL 
MATERIALS.”  

Swee Lim, interior designer
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DINING The striking marri dining table was custom-
made for the house by Arranmore Furniture. Karm 
chairs, Cosh Living. Hoop pendant lights, About 
Space. KITCHEN Opposite top Island in Neolith 
Blanco Carrara, CDK Stone. Normann Copenhagen 
‘Form’ stools, District. Tuba pendant lights, About 
Space. City Stik mixer, Brodware. Altipico ‘Esag’ 
candle holder, Collective. LIVING Opposite bottom 
Pedro sofa, Furniture Inspirations. Ligne Roset 
‘Solveig’ floor lamp, Domo. Sculpture by Paul 
Greenaway. Minotti ‘Aston’ armchairs, Dedece. 
Moroso ‘Cloud’ coffee tables, Hub Furniture. Zeus 
rug, Whitecliffe Imports. Artworks by Juan Davila and 
Howard Arkley (on left) and Christian Lock. 
Bee sculpture by Richard Stringer, Fletcher Arts.

Creating a sense of luxurious spaciousness was a 
priority. It called for vast architectural proportions and, 
in turn, oversized furniture such as the custom 4-metre-
long dining table constructed from a rare slab of West 
Australian marri. The owners were hesitant at first. 
“Because of its uneven edges they were worried the plates 
wouldn’t sit well,” says Swee. “But when it arrived they 
couldn’t believe how beautiful it was.” 

In the kitchen, 4-metre-high ceilings called for some 
monumental statement lights. “We used long vertical 
lighting tubes over the kitchen island and repetitive 
forms such as huge metallic hoops in the light over the 
dining table,” says Swee. “Both hang in the air and activate 
the large space.”

Some areas of the interior are dark and cosy, while others 
are light and bright. Both play a valuable role in the house, 
where warm intimacy as well as the outward-looking 
aspects are desired. “Floor-to-ceiling glazing encompasses 
the northern and eastern sides of the main living space,” 
says Damien. “The games room and main bedroom suite 
also have expansive glazing. But, conversely, hallways, 
bedrooms and amenities offer a more contained feel, but 
nonetheless still frame key views.”  > 
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The building materials are “earthy, harmonising with 
the landscape”, he adds. “Stone, spotted-gum cladding 
and dusky steel colours provide a crisp appearance 
compatible with the country.” It’s clear the terrain also 
influenced the fixtures, finishes and furniture; you can 
see it in the navy, teal and olive selections Swee made. 

Since she’s based in Melbourne, careful logistics and 
management of this project were essential, especially 
during the pandemic. “When you work from a distance, 
there’s a lot of trust involved,” she says. “We set up a 
WhatsApp group and sent hundreds of pictures back and 
forth. We had to coordinate suppliers, then collect stock 
from Melbourne and drive it to Adelaide. But I had it all 
worked down to the minutiae so it was a thrill to hear 
my client say, ‘It’s exactly as I expected it to look’.”

The interiors are luxe, but this house still has to cater 
to farm life. So there might be chic Italian furniture, but 
there’s also a mud room to hang the Driza-Bones and kick 
off muddy boots after a long day out in the paddock.  >

Swee Design, Melbourne, Victoria; 0401 161 208 or 
sweedesign.com.au. Genworth Group, North Adelaide, 
SA; (08) 8239 1511 or genworthgroup.com.au. 

OUTDOOR LIVING “The architects and builders 
devised a floor plan conducive to entertaining by 

connecting the central living space to the outdoor 
undercover entertaining area with a stone fireplace 
and integrated barbecue,” says Damien Jenke. Mac 

sofa and armchairs, Jardan. Oxo coffee table,  
Mark Tuckey. Ferm Living ‘Still’ teapot and Iittala 
‘Kuru’ ceramic bowl in Moss Green, both In Good 

Company. REAR EXTERIOR Opposite top The 
Margaret River limestone columns lend a rugged feel 

to the exterior. OUTDOOR DINING Opposite bottom 
Flamingo dining table and Soda outdoor dining 

chairs, both Domo. Woven artwork by Dani Marti.  

THE LAYOUT
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MAIN BEDROOM Above and opposite Custom bedhead by Swee Design. 
Bench seat, Made by Morgen. DCW Editions ‘Mantis’ wall sconces, 

In Good Company. Bedlinen, Cultiver. Vintage throw, Figgoscope Curates. 
Haiku fan, Big Ass Fans. Corinthian carpet, Feltex (throughout).  

STUDY Top right Franco dining chair, Coco Republic. Atipico ‘Havana’ 
vase, Collective. Platå ash tray and Bokk bottle opener, both by Nedre 

Foss. MAIN ENSUITE AND SAUNA Right and opposite Inax ‘Sairin’ wall 
tiles in Matt White, Artedomus. Silver Flow wall and floor tiles, Signorino. 

Oasis concrete bath, Concrete Nation. Oscar bath filler, ABI Interiors. 
Eggcup stool, Mark Tuckey. Mia vase, Coco Republic. Nurture towels in 

Olive, Established For Design.  > 

“THE HOUSE NEEDED TO BE 
ELEGANT BUT ALSO SUITABLE  
FOR FARM LIFE.” Swee Lim, interior designer

THIS IS THE LIFE
It’s used as a weekender for 
now, but the owners built 
this house with the intention 
of living here full time. “We 
have a farming background 
and love being back on the 
land,” they say. “It’s only a 
short drive from Adelaide, 
and the open space and 
magnificent country that 
surrounds our home is so 
tranquil. It’s peaceful, with 
views for miles and we’re 
close to McLaren Vale, so 
we have restaurants and 
wineries on our doorstep. 
It’s the perfect getaway.”

THE PALETTE

Dulux  
Lexicon Quarter 

(main interior 
walls)

Dulux  
Silkwort  

(guestroowm)

Dulux  
Bleaches  

(main bedroom)
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THE SOURCE
Blue hues and soft curves are smart picks for a  

home that highlights the beauty of living in the bush.

1 Backyard In January artwork by Seth Searle, $1400,  
Ambush Gallery. 2 Nexus outdoor armchair, $1450, Janus et Cie. 
3 Christopher Boots ‘Oracle’ pendant light, POA, Est Lighting. 

4 BeefEater BBQ BRC214SA barbecue rangehood, $2699, 
Winning Appliances. 5 Pompeii rug in Rye (2x3m), $1950, 

Armadillo. 6 Omvivo ‘Villa’ freestanding bath in Cove Grey, 
$6475, Reece. 7 Mizu ‘Drift’ bath outlet, $510, Reece. 8 Wooden 

Hand object, $56, Hay. 9 Carnival blinds in Sapphire, POA, 
Wynstan. 10 French linen throw in Olive, $200/queen size, Bed 

Threads. 11 Composition vase, $300, Jardan. 12 Table One Bistrot 
coffee table, POA, Dedece. 13 Ligne Roset ‘Togo’ fireside chair in 

Arti Marine, POA, Domo. 14 Serge Mouille ‘Applique Un Bras Droit 
Pivotant’ wall lamp, $6390, Cult Design. 15 Square vases, from 

$34.50 each, Domayne. For Where to Buy, see page 190.  #

15

GUESTROOM Amalfi table lamp, 
Bloomingdales Lighting. Carmen 

pendant light, Trit House. Cultiver 
bedlinen. Cushion and throw, 

Figgoscope Curates. James Dunlop 
‘Antipodes’ sheer curtains in Schist. 

Mountain Getaway artwork by  
James Willebrant.
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